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Unto the populous of the Barony of Blackstone Mountain does Lady Cerridwen de Skene send 
greetings and salutations.

While recovering from surgery I've taken the opportunity to work on some new A&S skills both 
to work on my AS 50 challenge and to also, hopefully, pass on to others.  Since my recovery had 
me limited to mostly bed rest my research so far has been limited to searching on line through 
articles, pictures, and videos.  The main project I decided to take on was learning Nålbinding.  

Nålbinding, pronounced nawl-bihn-ding, is an ancient method of producing articles of clothing 
using a large needle and yarn or thread.  The method involves passing the full length of the 
working thread through each loop after being formed, sometimes the thread passes multiple 
times though multiple loops creating more complex and thicker stitches.  Using this method small 
articles of clothing can be made; hats, mittens and socks being most common.  Larger items such 
as shawls and scarves, and the “Toothbrush Rugs” (rag rugs made with a needle cut from a 
discarded toothbrush) are frequently made now a days by crafters.  Within the SCA time period 
the socks were made by Coptic Egyptians and Vikings and the Vikings also produced hats and 
mittens. 

In researching (Honestly, I just Googled 'Nalbinding', 'Naalbinding', 'single needle knitting', and 
anything else I could think of that might describe the craft) I discovered that there were just a 
few supplies needed to work Nålbinding; yarn (preferably wool for it's felting qualities) in short 
lengths between 18 inches and 2 yards in length, and a large needle.  Wool yarn I have a good 
quality amount of due to my addiction for spinning on a drop spindle, but the only large sized 
needles I had were metal and plastic tapestry needles.  Though several sites stated that 
Nalbinding could be worked in tapestry needles I had a craving for a hand carved wood, bone or 
antler needle.  Running a Google Image search for 'nalbinding needle' gave me a plethora of 
pictures of various needles, ancient and modern, to use as a point of reference.  

Antler needles and pins from Coppergate, 9th/10th century 



Within the archaeological record needles and needle like objects are often interpreted as to their 
use.  So far there hasn't been found an incomplete Nalbinding article with the needle still 
attached to the string, so we have to speculate as to the dimensions of the needles used specifically 
for Nalbinding.  The most common needles found in digs that seem to me to be best suited to 
Nalbinding are carved from bone and antler though a few made of wood and metal have been 
found as well.  Since I'm not up to working on bone or antler yet I decided to carve my first 
needle in wood.  

In times past people made things they needed from what ever was handy.  Following in their 
wake I looked around for what I had on hand.  On my property I have a lot of trees of various 
species, useful for working green wood.  In my garage I also had seasoned wood scraps of various 
species.  Though the wood scraps had more hard woods and some exotics I decided to use green 
wood from trees and bushes on my property since it is easier to carve.  

Using small pruning clippers I cut several small branches from Hemlock and Rose of Sharon to 
start.  I tired to make sure the pieces I cut were at least as big around as my thumb and as long as 
my hand to make sure the finished needles were at least the size of my little finger.  

Rose of Sharon section

Using a pocket knife I had handy I then striped the bark off the wood.  I discovered with the Rose 
of Sharon that the bark and pith layers were very thick, more so than the Hemlock.

(I have also recently cut many lengths of Maple from a felled tree at my parent's house that I will 
make more needles and Lucet tools with.)



I next carved the section till it was a flat plank.

And then shaped the tips to give them points.

This needle is actually double pointed, useful for more complex stitches.

Once the rough shape was formed I continued shaping the needle with the pocket knife and 
rough sandpaper till I had the shape desired.  Then I used finer and finer grades of sandpaper to 
smooth the wood completely.  The hole for the eye was drilled and the hole filed with a rat-tail 
file.  In period knives, files and rasps were hand forged, holes for the eyes could be hand cut with 
the tip of a knife or drilled with a bow drill.  Sanding would be done with a cloth or leather 
dipped in fine sand or a pumice stone.  

Completed needles left to right- Oak, Poplar, Walnut (2), Rose of Sharon (3), Hemlock (3)



After completing the needles from Rose of Sharon and Hemlock I carved more needles from 
seasoned woods.  The seasoned woods were harder to carve and I used a band saw to cut blanks 
from the blocks of wood.  I had hand saws available but needed to limit the amount of physical 
activity I was doing.

Walnut, Oak, Poplar blanks.

The remaining steps of finishing the seasoned wood needles were the same as those used for the 
green woods though it took me a little longer due to the hardness of the seasoned woods.  

After carving the needles I searched several sites and videos to find instructions that worked for 
me.  A Youtube video on the Oslo stitch by Erika Thomenius was the easiest for me to follow and 
I was able to successfully work a short chain in that stitch.  This video can be found at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-LwR2DZ1YM.  After that I created a second short chain of 
Oslo stitch but then decided to continue working in Coptic stitch to create a short sample.  The 
results weren't satisfactory for me, having uneven edges and missed stitches.  And another failed 
experiment in buttonhole stitch followed that.  For my most recent attempt I went to Phiala's 
String Page www.stringpage.com and followed her Basic Nalbinding Instructions to create 
another short chain that wasn't Oslo stitch.  From this chain I was able to successfully work the 
small sampler of Coptic stitch seen below.  The yarn is commercial wool tapestry yarn.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-LwR2DZ1YM
http://www.stringpage.com/


Although I had intended to learn the stitches by working small rectangular samplers I think that 
working small tubes of fabric as samplers might be easier.   Further experimentation with the 
stitches and working on actual garments, such as socks or a hat, might make the actual process of 
learning Nalbinding simpler.  
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Yours in Service,
Lady Cerridwen de Skene  


